Amidst important survival, protection and developmental rights is the significant ‘right to play’. It
might seem frivolous and unnecessary, yet children are genetically programmed to play. This right has
surprising and essential benefits to the development and well being of children. Promoting and
protecting the right to play is an obligation of signatories to the UN Convention on the Rights of the
Child (UNCRC) and the African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the Child (ACRWC). South Africa is
a signatory of both the UNCRC and the ACRWC.

Big
Kids
too!

UNCRC: Article 31: 1. State parties recognise the right of the child to rest and leisure, to engage
in play and recreational activities appropriate to the age of the child and to participate freely in
cultural life and the arts.
ACRWC: Article 12: Children have a right to play and to participate fully in cultural and artistic life.
UN General Comment 17 (2013) spells out barriers to play and makes recommendations that
‘duty bearers’ including government must take action on to fulfil the child’s right to play.

Play is defined in UN General Comment 17
(2013) as: ‘any children’s behaviour, activity or
process initiated, controlled and structured by
children themselves. Play is non-compulsory,
driven by intrinsic motivation and undertaken for
its own sake, rather than as a means to an end.
It may take infinite forms but the key
characteristics of play are fun, uncertainty,
flexibility and non-productivity’.

Play rights
benefit children
Play - the Spice of Life:

Play vitally supports the fulfilment of other rights:
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

It supports

Socialisation
Physical activity
Intellectual stimulation
Creativity
Emotional well being

Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Developmental rights: education, cultural expression, life
skills, holistic development
Participation rights: expression, opinion, agency (choosing
how to participate), age and ability appropriate
Play is not
Rehabilitation rights: healing, building resilience,
an optional
being a child, trauma and stress reduction
extra
Protection rights: safe play spaces and protection from
undesirable elements and bullying
Health and well being: fitness, psycho-social health, stress
relief, an active life style counteracts obesity and depression
Best Interests: being able to play is in a child’s best interests
Association rights: friendship choices, play across gender,
class, cultures, ages. The possibility of learning tolerance.

Play is a child’s right - Every child has a right to play everyday!

Play habitats are being threatened!
Making ‘playce’ for children
must be on all agendas!
Play Rights are being Challenged!
· Play is not valued or recognised as important.
· Unsafe and hazardous environments: Including
pollution, traffic, crime, broken glass, unfenced hazards
that might be fascinating to children
· Balancing risk and safety: Fear of legal and public
liability issues if a child is injured
· Lack of access to nature: Limited green spaces for
children living in cities; they are often not allowed to
play in natural areas or even on the grass
· Pressure for educational achievement: desk bound
learning prevails, especially for older children, with a
rigid curriculum focus. School break times have little
opportunity for beneficial, self-chosen play

Overly structured and programmed schedules:
Organised extra-mural activities and a lot of homework
result in limited free time for self-chosen activities
· Neglect of play in community development
programmes: The focus is often on child survival with
little emphasis on the broader needs of the child

Some children are
especially play deficit!
· Girls: Burdened with chores, childcare, gender
stereotypes and personal security threats.
· Children living in poverty: Lack of access to facilities
and programmes. Neighbourhoods are neglected and
sometimes dangerous.
· Children with disabilities: Lack of suitable facilities.
· Children in institutions: Hospitals, children’s homes,
detention centres, refugee centres.
· Children from minority or marginal communities:
Poor assimilation with other children and face hostility.
· Children in situations of conflict, humanitarian
and natural disasters: Play is not a priority in a crisis.
he barriers and problems mentioned above are some of the
115 infringements noted in 8 global consultation meetings held
on four continents, including Africa (Nigeria and South Africa).
The resulting report contributed to the development of UN
General Comment 17 (2013) which focuses on the right to play
and recreation, providing support to governments and other
duty bearers so that they understand the right and are able to
fulfil their respective duties.

Street Play Movement
A sustainable play opportunity
Street Play is a growing international movement that
encourages the temporary closure of streets for
children's play. The organisers meet with local
authorities to plan and negotiate for ‘people” space for
play and recreation. This brings play to local
communities where children make friends and parents
can socialise with their neighbours.
Google 'playing out.net' and ‘openstreets.org.za’

Play for children with special needs
Providing play for
children with special
needs requires careful
planning, but need not
be expensive.
A winding pathway
through shrubs with
interesting activities
along the way would be
exciting for children in
wheelchairs.
Add plants with
interesting scents and
textures for blind
children.
Inclusive play means providing equipment and
activities that all children can take part in and use
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Community based play programmes
Children have no problem with playing but they need adults to secure their play spaces and resources

Grassroots and government
partnerships for play

Who owns community play initiatives?
Ÿ Local community, especially users of the park and a
play champion who motivates!
Ÿ Local children should have a say and offer energy to
clean up
Ÿ Ward councillor who supports the community and
ensures that play is in the Integrated Development
Plan and has a budget
Ÿ Local neighbourhood watch units, car guards, local
security companies
Ÿ Parks department and play area manager/ranger in
charge
Ÿ Local police to implement security plans
Ÿ Local schools whose learners use the play space
Ÿ ocal business people that support various initiatives
Ÿ Public Works for maintenance of the space and
ablutions

Providing for play is a
multi-sectoral responsibility
Play assists government departments in achieving their
objectives:
Dept of Basic Education: Play supports development.
Recreational play provides children with activities that
stimulate and refresh them - during break time,
afternoons, weekends and holidays.
Dept of Culture, Sports and Recreation: Providing
inclusive recreational play facilities for different age
groups and abilities, opportunities for non-competitive
indigenous and other games and opportunities to take
part in cultural and art activities.
Dept of Social Development: Play for development that
builds the family unit. Challenging activities for older
children that provide an alternative to experimenting
with drugs and alcohol and can help to alleviate
depression.

icture 1: Community led play programmes, holiday clubs
and play days. Teams from recreation centres, churches and
faith-based organisations run holiday and weekend play
programmes, play clubs and play days for children that could
include big group games, arts and crafts, song and dance,
storytelling, sports and outings.

Dept of Health: Healthy outdoor play builds strong
muscles and bodies, counteracts the development of
obesity and promotes mental health.
Community Safety: Children should be able to
cross roads safely to play areas and they should
be safe from undesirable elements and bullying
while playing.

Picture 2: Toy libraries gather members and promote play with
toys and games. Government library services in North West
Province include toy libraries.
Pictures 3 & 4: Local South African parents and children work
to clean up play areas. Play provision should be on the agenda
of local councils who support actions to develop and protect
community play and recreational spaces.

Play supports the Sustainable Development Goals (2015)
of Good Health and Wellbeing, Quality Education, Gender
Equality, Reduced Inequalities and Sustainable Cities and
Communities.
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Create quality play opportunities
for children in their schools
Many children have long school days that include aftercare.
Do they have enough opportunities for varied types of
self-chosen play?
School play programmes do not need expensive
infrastructure developments. Play leadership, simple
investments, creativity and the efforts of individuals helps!
Picture 1: Painted tarmac playgrounds:
Be creative and have many inspiring games on hand. Let the children
think of their own too!

Picture 2: School Play Clubs:
Suitable for children at primary or high school - during break times or
after school. Initially, the children play group games with a play
facilitator and eventually learn to lead games themselves. This is ideal
for children who are not good enough to play in teams or not
interested in competitive sport. Use the opportunity to share
traditional games from different cultures. See www.playworks.org

Picture 3: The ‘Daily Kilometre’ (or mile) Instituted in schools all
over the world. Sometime during the day the whole class gets out to
run or walk the ‘mile’. It can be more fun with obstacles and play
challenges along the way. Visit the website for information:
https://thedailymile.co.uk/

Picture 4: Scrap/waste materials play pod: Suitable, safe waste
materials are gathered for creative loose part play somewhere in the
playground. Materials to use include paper, cardboard boxes, crates,
sticks, tyres, cardboard rolls, plastic tubes, nets, fabric pieces, barrels,
reels, wood planks, plastic guttering, bendy pipes, rope, wheels,
furniture pieces and cushions, sponge mattresses, old keyboards and
traffic cones. Dress up clothes could also be included.
YouTube: Search: Scrapstore Play pod

There are many types of play: physical play, rough and tumble,
exploratory and experimental play, creative play, make believe
play, thinking play, language play and games with rules - including
board games, cards and physical, big group games.
All these activities play a role in a child’s development. Play
provision in school (and in general) should ensure play spaces and
materials that encourage as many types of play as possible and
sufficient time to allow for play experimentation.
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Outdoor play zones
Not just expensive investment in
Space, sunlight, air, rain, green,
jungle gyms and state of the art
brown, vegetation, earth sensations
ome unfortunate children in South
Africa have to spend up to 8 hours a day
in indoor crèches in tall buildings without
seeing the sun! Others sit in front of
screens! Every child has a right to play
outdoors and it is an adult responsibility to
create child-friendly safe, stimulating and
sustainable outdoor play spaces within
easy reach of every child - at no cost to the
users.
Management of these spaces also needs to
be considered. There is a difference
between a supervisor who focuses on
safety issues and stops all “dangerous play”
and a trained play facilitator who
understands and encourages play.

Older children
especially need
‘risky play’. They
need to be
challenged - do
you remember
jumping over
things just to see
if you could?
Or trying to
balance while
walking on lines
on the
pavement?
Even simple
stepping stones
provide hours of
enjoyment for
younger and
older children.
Each group
invents a skillappropriate
game.

play equipment. Establish
stimulating play zones that capture
children’s imagination and provide
open ended play and
experimentation.
1. Sandpit zone: provides hours
of open-ended play. Add natural
materials like rocks, logs and water
possibilities.
2. Water zone: Containers of
different shapes and sizes with
water for water fun!
3. Den building zones: provide
loose parts like sticks and poles, a
joining system (e.g. string and
rope) and some fabric or
cardboard.

4. Climbing and swinging zones:
Traditional equipment but also
tyres bolted on walls and tyre
structures.
5. Music and sound: Hanging
bamboo pieces, metal objects to
strike like drums for sound
experimentation.
6. Open play spaces for running
and games: field, grasslands,
tracks for bikes, trikes, and
skateboards.
7. Garden making zone: could be
on offer including digging with
spades and real wheel barrows.
8. Natural vegetation and its
inhabitants: Bringing nature back
to children encourages tolerance
and knowledge of creatures,
tolerance of different tactile
experiences as well as developing
an essential love for the
environment.

Playground design resources: Google (1) ‘Playground Ideas’
and (2) ‘Entyrely Fun playgrounds’ for tyre constructions.
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Play possibilities
Picture 1: Encourage the community to create a Park Watch!
Clearly identified volunteers, preferably with some play training,
keep an eye on and support children at play. It has been found that
public spaces are better utilised by the entire community when a
park watch is introduced.

Picture 2: Isibindi Safe Parks Programme has been created by the
National Alliance of Child Care Workers. These safe play spaces fulfil
play rights and offer protection and support for vulnerable children
(often from child-headed households). Staff and volunteers provide
food, homework support, play activities and cultural activities such
as singing, dancing and drama.

Picture 3: Urban play areas: Some community-conscious building

management companies provide safe play for children both inside
and outside their high rise buildings in playrooms, courtyards and
on roof tops. Playroom coordinators manage play and recreation
programmes. This could become an official requirement.

Picture 4: Children's Museums: Play Africa, the leading children's
museum in South Africa, offers a sustainable, replicable model that
makes provision for free, safe and inclusive play in public spaces like
playgrounds and parks.

Special Play Days:
World Play Day (WPD) is held on 28th May every year. WPD is
celebrated in over 40 countries around the world. It is an
opportunity to focus on play, invite many to participate and to
encourage ongoing play experiences and programmes for children.
Picture 5: Pop up play days
This is a once off ‘Pop Up' play session for a few hours when
volunteers bring play materials to parks, shopping centres, parking
areas and other easy-to-reach venues. Pr
These projects are valuable and need the support of funders, ward
councils, corporates, building owners, town planners and designers.
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Free play
Open ended play (no specific
outcome) is becoming increasingly rare.
A Scrapstore Playpod supports open ended
play. It involves having a container in a play
space packed with any number of
scrap/waste items that can be used and reinvented constantly for children’s games of
choice.
Loose parts help children to engage in
various types of play involving sustained
concentration, imagination, creative
experiences, team building, co-operation,
effective communication, increased sharing
and negotiation, problem solving, and
experiential learning. They also provide an
opportunity for all children to express
themselves freely through play.
See page 4 (Picture 4) of this brochure for
the types of materials that can be included.

Mobile Toy Libraries:

Pocket Parks:

Stocked with a variety of play
materials and games, this valuable
service brings play to disadvantaged
communities in townships and rural
areas.
Trained toy librarians assist children
and parents to participate in
stimulating play activities.
Toy libraries also need to provide
open ended play opportunities.

All spaces, even very small spaces in
a community, can be considered for
play: neglected alley ways, back
gardens, patches of land within
municipal fences could all be used
to create activity spaces for
children’s play.
Create interesting spaces for playing
or just sitting and chatting to friends.
Importantly, children should have
permission to use them! Try to
minimise signs that say “NO playing
on the grass!” Instead, find a way to
allow play to happen.
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The Play Pact
The Play Pact is a consortium which has been formed by a group of
organisations who believe that, while play is increasingly acknowledged
internationally as being essential to the growth, development and well being of
children from birth to 18 years, the Right to Play is largely being ignored by
policy makers and communities.

The three founding organisations of The Play Pact are:

A Chance to Play Southern Africa
ACTPSA is an NGO that focuses on the training of play facilitators through a
hands-on course and a distance course that include modules about the right to
play, types of play, play environments that support play for all ages and abilities
and play facilitation. Our ‘A Chance to Play Manual’ is available for free
download at www.a-chance-to-play.org.za

Cotlands
Cotlands is a multi-award winning, non-profit organisation with a rich history
and 80 plus years of experience in serving young children. Cotlands heeded the
call to build a stronger nation by ensuring that as many potentially vulnerable
children as possible have access to play-based early learning opportunities
during early childhood. www.cotlands.org.za

Play Africa
Play Africa creates joyful learning environments where all children and families
play, create, discover and connect. Play Africa is based at Constitution Hill in
Johannesburg, with regular outreach into urban, peri-urban and rural areas and
has developed appropriate, inclusive play solutions in a society that is deeply
unequal and characterised by exclusion. https://playafrica.org.za

Contact information for The Play Pact:
Email: actpsouthernafrica@gmail.com
Tel: 011 484 3633
The Play Pact Project is funded by
terre des hommes Germany and the
Volkswagen Group Works Council

ead “A Child’s Right to Play: A Policy Brief for
South Africa” for an overview of play policy in
South Africa with conclusions that highlight gaps
in provision. Google “Play Policy Brief” to obtain
a Pdf copy.

The Right to Play South Africa Project is

It must be stimulating, safe, sustainable and within easy reach!
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